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Jack AndersonIntro
Auckland City is under enormous
pressure to continually supply the 

increasing populations moving to the 
city. Increased drought events are cutting 
supply levels forcing water restrictions on all 
water use. The alternative water supply method 
of rainwater harvesting is examined to 

determine the potential to offset local water 
demand in different distribution zones supplied by the 

centralized distribution utility.

GIS Methodology
• Feature classes were created from the utility service’s distribution map 

by georeferencing a base map of Auckland over the distribution map.
• A spatial intersect was performed to determine roof surface areas in 

each distribution zone.

Area Key /Ft2

Results/Discussion
3/7 distribution 

zones were found to 
completely offset total water 

supplied in winter months. 5/7
zones showed ≥1 months that met 75% of total 

water supplied.

• Roof structures are organized by graded symbology to 
highlight buildings in Distribution zones with high and 
low surface areas.

Scope
Increased water scarcity around world. A study has suggested that Asia is 
expected to have 18% of the world's population facing water scarcity by 
2050. Rainwater harvesting has been a technique used to collect and store 
water for millennia.  The scope of this research expands on Courtney 
Crosson’s analysis of rainwater’s potential to create water independence in 
Tucson, Arizona
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Water supply Vs runoff potential
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Water supply Vs Runoff Potential
Name SHAPE_Length SHAPE_Area
eastern_bays 46102.4 23667578.5

cbd 17719.5 4624580.5

maungawhau 197567.0 12908790.7

khyber 17483.3 7871999.1

owairaka 23058.8 10561074.0

owairaka_high 3691.5 853059.0

hobson 17853.7 9043963.3

Higher runoff was not always correlated 
with higher roof surface areas. The CBD 

distribution zone produced 
the lowest amount of 
runoff whilst recording 
the highest average roof 
area. The predominant

residential zones of
Hobson, Eastern Bays,   

Owairaka High 
showed the greatest 
potential to offset      
water demand 

from the public utility 
network.  


